SYSTEMWARE CONTENT CLOUD

Transform, package and deliver
your enterprise content

DELIVER

Most organizations today have information stored in a variety of ﬁle formats. But
content stored in a print stream or other data and binary formats isn’t what you want
to present to a customer.
For productivity and excellent customer experiences, it’s critical to have options for
formatting, packaging, and delivering content. Creating a customized PDF or
spreadsheet from a large output or inventory report is an advanced solution to your
content delivery challenges.
Content Cloud is an enterprise content services platform that allows you to take any
type of stored content, dynamically segment it with multi-level indexing, and package, and deliver it into a user-friendly format. Content Cloud can seamlessly transform, package, and deliver your content in the best way for your business.
Content Cloud’s advanced indexing capability enables you to ﬁnd and extract only
the information pertinent to your task, package it with any other relevant content or
documents, and deliver it using the delivery channel of your choice. Content
Cloud’s indexing also serves to dynamically segment large output streams and ﬁles
into separate documents for distribution without physically altering the original or
saving redundant copies of the same content.

Distribute content with increased security through established
delivery channels

Data security is a challenge that requires a multifaceted approach. Content Cloud
secures your information from several angles. TLS 1.2 encryption capabilities limit
access to content and safeguard it in delivery. Secured links to access content in
Content Cloud can be created and delivered to allow access only to authorized
users.
Content Cloud supports and enables multiple distribution channels. Integrate with
the existing delivery channels in your organization or deﬁne new ones. Content
Cloud allows you to connect and deliver information securely regardless of where
your content is stored – the network, mainframe, cloud, or 3rd party repositories.

Content Cloud is an enterprise content services platform that enables you to manage all of the
various forms of content across your entire organization – from large output data streams to
single desktop ﬁles. Customer statements and correspondence, ﬁnancial records, invoices,
million-page reports – any business document you have – can be accessed with Content Cloud
through a single interface quickly and reliably, regardless of location. The Systemware
difference is how we capture and categorize content using our advanced indexing capabilities.
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Key Benefits

• Extraction capabilities
provide only relevant
content, down to the line
level
• Transform and package
content from its native
format to one your users
prefer
• Secure content
distribution and delivery

Points of differentiation/
Key Features
• Extract and deliver only
relevant content from large
ﬁles and reports
• Replace Monarch and
Datawatch reporting for
extraction

• Include notes and
comments to any document
in any format to enhance
search, packaging, and
delivery capabilities

